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● Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death 
worldwide. Using computer simulations to quickly and accurately 
model the dynamics of the heart provides a platform for 
developing methods to better detect and treat heart disease.

● We provide a fully parallel heart electrophysiology modeling 
framework designed to run on the HPC platforms, including NICS 
Darter. The framework is capable of evaluating various cardiac 
electrophysiology models in conjunction with a realistic three-
dimensional heart structure.

Overview

● Models the flow of ions across the cell membrane.

● The ionic currents and ultimately the action potential is found by 
solving a system of ODE using the Finite Element Method (FEM).

● A cardiac tissue electrical model simulates how cell membrane 
currents interact with neighboring cells.

● The monodomain model is used instead of the bidomain model 
because it is less computationally demanding.

Cardiac Modeling Overview
The Cell Model & Governing Equations
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The Monodomain Tissue Model & Governing Equation

1. Obtain a cell model written in C++ and refactor it into a C++ class.

2. Generate a vector of instances of the C++ class.

3. Compute the voltage of the cell at each timestep.

Methods

Cell Model (ODE) Class
class Cell_Model{

public:
Driver();

private:
//Values
double time;

double voltage;
//Functions
double Calcium(..);
double Potassium(..);

double Voltage(..);
};
//Function definitions...
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Cardiac Modeling (PDE & ODE) Code

int main(..){

//time loop
while(current_time < runtime){

}

Set Initial Conditions

Compute the Reaction
(Cell Model)

Compute the Diffusion
(Tissue Model) 

Data 
Exchange

Key Advantages
● Scalable

○ Built to run on HPC platforms.
○ Allows for variable node sizes.

● Built on Trilinos
○ A leader in solving large-scale, 

complex multi-physics 
engineering and scientific 
problems.

● Built to run under the openDIEL
○ Distributive Interoperable 

Executive Library
○ Facilitates communication 

between loosely coupled 
simulations.

● Allows for alternative cell models 
to be easily integrated into the 
system.
○ Now supports O’Hara-Rudy 

and Beeler-Reuter models.
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Results

State of the Framework
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Cell Model (ODE) Code
//Values
double time;

double voltage;
//FUNCTIONS
double Calcium(..){
//Calculate calcium current
}
double Potassium(..){
//Calculate potassium current
}

double Voltage(..){
//Calculate the voltage
}

change in voltage 
with respect to time

= potassium current
= second potassium current

=
= potassium current

= sodium current
= external stimulus

= membrane conductivity

= intracellular conductivity

= transmembrane potential

= transmembrane ionic current

= membrane conductivity
= intra to extracellular conductivity ratio

= membrane surface area
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